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What is the world but a chaos. What is writing but an
attempt to mark a center to that chaos. Or what is writing
but an acquiescence to centering, and Alidio is going to
expose this ongoing mistruth. Or is it possible to expose it?
Does any writing, even writing that wants to evade a center,
or critique the center by removing it, actually keep orbiting
around a center, or trending towards a center? Isn’t an
alternative center still a center? In Alidio, that tension
between rejecting the center and realizing it, sometimes
even following with the acquiescence to it, that tension is
the engine for her book. Especially with the series of poems
titled “Autohistoriography of Arrival at a River.” History can
be poetry can be chronicle can be expose can be everything
you want writing to be, to do, to acknowledge. All of these
operating in synthesis and productive paradox.

Alidio’s book is dense and theoretical. It is intimate and
personable. Like there is a way Alidio makes clear her book’s
intention to unsettle conventions that exist around the
poetic speaker. And then as the poet accepts that these
conventions deserve to be unsettled, the poems find a
personal angle that complicates this theoretical space. To
blur the depersonalized with the intimately personal. To
devise a self positioned around the poet who can pretend to
an order, even as her theory theory wills any order as an
artificial construct. Oh, delicious paradox. Wisteria in spring.
So much fragrance coming out of this tangle of vines. So
many directions tangling everywhere.

But how does a poem or a book of poems express non order,
when the poems must be put in an order. And poems aware
that even ending a poem is a statement on order, because
chaos is a continuousness without end. A poem expressing
the world’s chaos would be “A sentence never want[ing] to
end.” The majority of Alidio’s thoery might be in the book’s
final section, but even from the opening and its sound work,
there is a commentary on poems and their speaking centers
centered on something that wasn’t all self, or the
presumption that a writing subject would need to be self.
The opening is like an ode to documenting the sounds
generated while living in the world. Almost like if people
were songbirds, making sounds the poet considers
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something like a song of humanity. But the song’s
“language” can’t be how readers would normally connect
“song” and “language” and “poetic sense.”

The book is assuredly involved in constructedness and the
artificiality of construction in many ways. Registering the
between-ness of translation. How loud the voice seems
sometimes. Like that was just one more way to immerse into
the work.
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